PONI Conference Series Research Proposal
Do’s and Don’ts of Presenting
1. Do have a specific presentation in mind—all presenters are required to complete a presentation
review with their draft slides.
2. Do research your moderator—they will frequently ask questions during our question and answer
sections.
3. Do be communicative with the PONI team—make sure to respond to all emails about the
conference.
4. Do meet deadlines—the PONI team will need final slides and bios of all presenters in advance of
the conference.
5. Do register yourself for the conference—especially for regional conferences that require
6. Do know that presenters are required to attend the conference in full.
7. Don’t go over time—all presenters have 10-15 minutes for their presentations
8. Don’t just reuse a previous presentation—we ask that you modify slides and the presentation to
fit the parameters of our conference.
Name:
Organization/Affiliation and Job Title:
Email:
Citizenship:
Many PONI Conference locations require pre-approval for access to the facility, and this process can take up to 90
days for non-U.S. citizens.

Presentation title:
Problem Statement: What is your presentation’s main argument? How does this work contribute
to new thinking on the topic? (400 words)

Why are you interested in participating in the PONI conference series? (200 words)

Travel Support: Do you have institutional funding to cover the costs of travel for the meetings?
Would you like to request travel support from PONI? If so what city will you be traveling from?
□ Yes, I need travel support. I am traveling from:
□ No, I do not require travel support.
If you are accepted to present can PONI share and post your contact information and/or slides
online and with interested conference attendees?
□ Yes, PONI can share my slides and contact information (name, title, and email)
□ Yes, PONI can share my slides only
□ No, PONI can not post my slides or share my information

https://nuclearnetwork.csis.org/apply/conference-series/

